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Dear readers,

Every time we put all our magazine content together, I realise the amount of details, 
material, and news updates within the issue. Trying to stay on track with as many 
international and local events as possible, and bringing over to you a good feel of how 
things went along, gives us a great sense of achievement and keeps us striving for more.

It is always of high concern for everyone in our industry to know how the FEI is planning for 
the future especially with the elections coming up; HRH Princess Haya bint Al Hussein President 
of the FEI reflects to Horse Times on her achievements, concerns and plans for the future.

Read on Hickstead celebrating its 50th anniversary and continuing to stay as one of the 
most important shows on the equestrian annual calendar. Peter Jeffery gives us an idea 
about this year’s variety in competitions, and young promising talent Craig Payne - also 
featured individually in this issue - gives us a demonstration of beautiful photographs. 

‘The Egyptian Alternative Breeding The Egyptian Arabian Horse’, a book by Philippe 
Paraskevas; for lovers of the Arabian horse and of the Egyptian Arabian in specific, read 
the book review.

Follow coverage on the Global Champions Tour, a profound prestigious mark on the 
equestrian scene with details from the competitions in Monte Carlo and Valkenswaard.

In an interview with the magical talent and rider of the century John Whitaker, presented 
to us by our associates Horse & Hound, you will read more about his personal side 
and lovely sense of humour.

Ahmad Hamsho, an 18 year old Syrian talent is the youngest Arab rider to have 
qualified for the World Equestrian Games, gives us a statement on his fears along 
with his aspirations for raising the Syrian flag during the Games.

Ahmed Talaat and another milestone in his career of being an International Course Designer.

There is more to Steve Guerdat! Read about him along with Richard Spooner in a 
closer picture of their personal lives, likes, dislikes, and hopes. 

Last but not least, Dr. Mohamed Elsherbini ends our autumn issue 33 with his regular 
and one of the most requested articles, How To Be A Trainer.

Enjoy. Sincerely,

Khaled Assem 
Chairman
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